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ABSTRACT
This article argues that it is essential to create safe spaces in which to explore conversations at the intersection between personal religious and cultural identities and human rights. To facilitate this exploration, located within a feminist research paradigm, an empathetic-reflective-dialogical approach is adopted to engage with pre-service teachers in a South African Higher Education Institution. Selected Bachelor of Education Honours students were encouraged to engage in self-dialogue and to write their self-narratives. Participating in Communities in Conversation, Communities in Dialogue, and Communities for Transformation provided the opportunity for empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying to take place. This restorying has the potential to address the possible disconnection between the individual’s personal identities when considering human rights issues, and in this instance, the right to bodily self-determination, and more specifically the termination of pregnancy. In doing so, the ways in which power operates in gendered relationships, often promoted by religious and cultural norms, is explored. In particular, female students found it empowering to engage with their “other” (male students). Both female and male students described this engagement as transformative.
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Introduction
In a recent study, adopting an empathetic-reflective-dialogical approach, women and men found it helpful and empowering to hear perspectives...
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from their “other” with regard to gender (in)equality. The findings showed that gender equality is not promoted in their religious discourses and that it is important for both women and men to be secure in their personal identities so as to be able to acknowledge the other as having equal value. The participants in this study suggested that the same approach be employed to engage with other human rights issues. The women, in particular, suggested that this approach would be helpful to explore their integrity and autonomy when it comes to their right to bodily self-determination, and more specifically the termination of pregnancy.

In African countries, including South Africa, a number of women, both young and old, have terminated pregnancies. This practice is perceived to be un-African and contrary to particular religious and cultural discourses. Constructed within socio-cultural gendered spaces, religion, ethics, and societal moral values influence attitudes to the termination of pregnancy in African societies. Socio-economic barriers in particular become a dilemma, especially for young women, compelling them to terminate unwanted pregnancies. In South Africa, women may request a legal termination up to twelve weeks of gestation and the decision-making rests with the woman. However, even when women are legally provided with “choice” and “right” concerning the outcome of pregnancy, unintended pregnancies remain a major problem.

1 While it is recognised that there are more genders than the male and female binary, in the context of this study, “other” is used by the female students to refer to their male counterparts and vice versa.
4 Jarvis, Mthiyane, Lindhardt, and Ruus, “Which Right is right?”
5 Religion and culture are being used synonymously.
self-determination as a human right, as underpinned by the South African Constitution, the associated dominant religious and cultural discourses can play a central role in maintaining entrenched religious and cultural perspectives. Braam and Hessin indicate that religious and cultural ideologies and practices have institutionalised the idea of male dominance in all decision-making, including reproduction. This dis-empowers women, rendering them as powerless to engage with their right to bodily self-determination that includes their health and well-being.

Research has indicated that young women in particular struggle “alone,” often feeling judged, embarrassed, guilty, and shameful about the decision they have made to terminate a pregnancy. For this reason, terminations are often carried through in secrecy. Acknowledging the need for safe, supportive, and accessible spaces in which to discuss a woman’s right to bodily self-determination, women speak of the utmost importance to “unsilence” women’s discourses on the termination of pregnancy, with the aim of advancing their position in a patriarchal society.

---

Exploring Religious and Cultural Identities

This article argues for the creation of safe spaces in higher education institutions where students can engage in self-reflection and negotiate their religious and cultural identities. These safe spaces do not only refer to literal or physical safety, but rather denotes the figurative and discursive use of the notion. In this small-scale research project, employing an empathetic-reflective-dialogical approach, Bachelor of Education Honours students were provided with the opportunity to engage in particular with the issue of the termination of pregnancy.

“Empathetic-reflective-dialogue” refers to the capacity of individuals to understand and respond to others with an increased awareness of the other person’s thoughts and feelings and that these matter, while simultaneously examining responses, beliefs, and premises resulting in the integration of new understandings into experience. Engaging in dialogue encourages the search for meaning and understanding, recognising that each person has something of value to contribute, opening up to the possibility of learning from the other. Empathetic-


17 Coralie McCormack and Robert Kennelly, “We must get together and really talk... Connection, engagement and safety sustain learning and teaching conversation communities,” Reflective Practice 12, no.4 (2011).


reflective-dialogical restorying\textsuperscript{20} provided the students with the opportunity to engage reflectively with their own religious and cultural identities by way of self-dialogue and expressed through self-narrative. They then engaged separately as men and women in a Community in Conversation (CiC)\textsuperscript{21} and then together in a Community in Dialogue (CiD).\textsuperscript{22} This provided the opportunity for both men and women to discuss lived experiences and the lack of autonomy that women experience in the decision-making process about bodily self-determination, given the persisting inequalities in power between men and women.\textsuperscript{23} As they engaged in this community in dialogue, the strength and potentialities that emerged from these encounters had the potential to be emancipatory and transformational.\textsuperscript{24} This approach reinforced and facilitated Nicolescu’s theory of the Included Middle which conceives “of people moving to a place where they become open to others’ perspectives…[valuing] premises and belief systems… letting go of aspects of how they currently know the world.”\textsuperscript{25} This concept was explored in a Community for Transformation (CfT)\textsuperscript{26} which empowered the students to construct a narrative in which both women and men have some ability to direct future-oriented action.

**Empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying**

This approach is framed by Hermans’\textsuperscript{27} Dialogical Self Theory, advocating that individuals do not only live in external spaces, but also in the internal space of their society-of-mind. Possible identity recreation


\textsuperscript{22} Roux, “Social Justice and Human Rights Education.”


\textsuperscript{25} McGregor and Volckmann, “Transversity,” 62.

\textsuperscript{26} Jarvis, “Restorying for Transdisciplinarity.”

can result from the dialogical self in action. This occurs when the individual moves from one position to another in the self, as a way of gaining understanding about the self in relation to the world.\textsuperscript{28} An example of this would be a woman adopting a counter-position to both individual and collective religious and cultural discourses that undermine her integrity and autonomy. Self-dialogue can be expressed through self-narrative. Various scholars\textsuperscript{29} make the link between narrative and agency, arguing that self-narration can help individuals to make sense of their lives – past and present. Self-narrative has a role to play in enabling individual women to discover the degree to which they are entangled with their other (men) and, furthermore, the extent to which it might be possible to become disentangled from their other (men) and thus be freed to build new identities.\textsuperscript{30} In this sense the self-narrative can be emancipatory and empowering in addressing male hegemony and fragmenting and reinterpretating dominant religious and cultural discourses.\textsuperscript{31} The articulation of this agency, however, depends greatly on the extent and strength of an individual’s identity capital.\textsuperscript{32}

The basic assumption in the concept of identity capital is that every person has it to some extent. “Identity capital” refers to the stock of resources, or “set of strengths” that individuals have when constructing, framing, and presenting their identity in social circumstances.\textsuperscript{33} Identity capital comprises two assets, namely tangible resources such as social group membership, and intangible resources that could include the

\textsuperscript{28} Hubert Hermans and Agnieszka Hermans-Konopka, \textit{Dialogical Self Theory: Positioning and counter-positioning in a globalizing society} (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2010).


\textsuperscript{30} Nuttall, \textit{Entanglement}.


ability to reflect and negotiate self-identity. The accumulation of successful identity exchanges, i.e. the social interaction of an individual with others, increases an individual’s identity capital. Hermans\(^{34}\) contends that it is in an individual’s mind that agentic power is created, by voicing implicitly or explicitly, and/or practising a counter-position to dominant religious and cultural discourses. It is the extent and the strength of identity capital being at stake, and it can be argued that as an individual’s identity capital increases, they will be empowered to take a stand on issues that run counter to dominant religious and cultural discourses.

Open space stories have the greatest potential for transformation,\(^{35}\) allowing sufficient space for deconstruction and reconstruction of discourses. The possibility then presents itself that as students engage in open conversations, they might restory what they know, as new interpretations are applied in the light of clarified or new understandings of dominant religious and cultural discourses. This can potentially lead to the coproduction of new knowledges as individuals, previously locked into their religious and cultural traditions, embark upon personal journeys of restorying.\(^{36}\) This restorying takes place in and through the following conversations:

- CiC, which provides the opportunity for an informal sharing of information in a safe space. For this reason, men and women meet separately. Informally exchanging perspectives and personal experiences can foster respect, trust, and tolerant understanding as “divergent ways of thinking and speaking”\(^{37}\) are reflected upon. This reflection entails the examination of responses, beliefs, and premises with regard to the termination of pregnancies, resulting in the integration of new understandings into experience.\(^{38}\)

---

37 McCormack and Kennelly, “We must get together,” 522.
38 McCormack and Kennelly, “We must get together.”
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- CiD fosters the opportunity in which the “other” is disclosed to his/her “other” (woman/man) in a dialogue which includes a rhetoric that questions and a rhetoric that reveals respect and inspires reciprocal exchanges with tolerant and empathetic understanding and collaboration initiatives for transformation.\(^{39}\) Conversations could be designed around unpacking the lived experience of religious and cultural discourses and the implications for female bodily self-determination, and more specifically the termination of pregnancy.

- CfT\(^{40}\) aims at exploring how, in this case, new knowledge could inform respect for women’s reproductive self-determination autonomy.\(^{41}\) CfT could identify challenges and possibilities for constructive engagement that could lead to new layers of consciousness\(^{42}\) which have the potential to lead to the recognition of women’s rights of equal citizenship with men.

- Self-dialogue (to an internal audience) is expressed as self-narrative (to an external audience) in the spaces created by a CiC, CiD, and CfT. As students explore how their religious and cultural identities intersect with the human right to bodily self-determination, the possibility exists for restorying to take place.

**Methodology**

Located within a feminist research paradigm,\(^{43}\) a narrative research design\(^{44}\) has provided the space conducive to the exploration of the ways in which the participants construct, interpret, and give meaning to their subjective experiences with regard to bodily self-determination. Feminist research, while addressing the assumption that there are structural gender inequalities, seeks to deconstruct commonly held discourses.\(^{45}\) Unequal power relations existing as a result of gender inequality and the way in which women are represented and positioned

---

\(^{39}\) Jarvis, “Restorying for Transdisciplinarity.”

\(^{40}\) Jarvis, “Restorying for Transdisciplinarity.”


\(^{42}\) White, Whiteness.


\(^{45}\) Beynon-Jones, Toerien, and Macleod, “Articulating reproductive justice.”
in society, are addressed.\textsuperscript{46} Narrative inquiry as a methodology within narrative research\textsuperscript{47} supports the exploration of narratives which are socially constructed. As such, narratives can be reinterpreted and have an emancipatory function, transforming individual lives and the broader culture.\textsuperscript{48}

This research project was located at a South African University in the College of Humanities, and more specifically in the School of Education. \textsuperscript{39} Black\textsuperscript{49} African Bachelor of Education Honours students, ranging from their mid-twenties to 50 years of age, and registered for a module called “Contemporary Issues in Life Orientation,” agreed to participate. Data was generated during the final block session of this module. The ethical code of conduct and requirements set for narrative research by the tertiary institution’s ethics committee, was adhered to. Participants signed consent forms and were assured that their anonymity would be protected and that pseudonyms would be used when citing their responses. While the position of the researcher in feminist research is typically that of an “insider,” in this case, the researchers who co-teach this module, adopted the position of insider/outsider.\textsuperscript{50}

The data collection process took place on five levels. On level one, participants engaged in self-dialogue. They were asked to respond to three questions, providing the opportunity to consider the dominant individual and collective religious and cultural voices informing the

\begin{quotation}


\textsuperscript{48} Squire, Andrews, and Tamboukou, “What is narrative research?”

\textsuperscript{49} While the authors do not endorse politically racial classifications, the term “Black” has been used by some scholars to refer to “Africans,” “Indians,” and “Coloureds.” In this study the participants were Black Africans.

\textsuperscript{50} Maki Motapanyane, “Insider/Outsider: A feminist Introspective on Epistemology and Transnational Research,” \textit{Atlantis} 34, no.2 (2010).
\end{quotation}
internal positions which they hold in their society-of-mind with regard to the termination of pregnancy:

- How would you describe your personal religious and cultural identity?
- How does your religious and cultural discourse speak to the way in which you view the issue of terminating a pregnancy?
- What do you think are the rights of the female, the male, and the foetus, when it comes to terminating a pregnancy?

It is on this level that the participants negotiated their self-dialogue and considered or adopted counter-positions to dominant individual and collective voices in their religious and cultural discourses, as they engaged their dialogical self in action.\(^{51}\) Their self-dialogue found expression in \textit{level two} where they wrote their self-narratives. According to Gonçalves and Ribeiro, this self-narrative is “the outcome of dialogical processes of negotiation, tension, disagreement, alliance, and so on, between different voices of the self.”\(^{52}\) Ellis\(^{53}\) contends that the self-narrative, or writing for the self, can be therapeutic as it causes the individual to pause and to think about their positionality in relation to, in this case, the termination of pregnancy. This can also be empowering, as their writing exposes a new sense of consciousness and a greater sense of control in the present and for the future.\(^{54}\)

At \textit{level three}, the participants were separated into two groups – one for the men and the other for the women. In each group, or CiC, they were afforded the opportunity to share their written reflections orally in response to the questions provided for levels one and two. Sharing their self-narratives provided the opportunity for them to individuate as “equal... dignified partner[s] in constituting reality and constructing the world.”\(^{55}\)

\(^{51}\) Hermans and Hermans-Konopka, \textit{Dialogical Self Theory}.
\(^{52}\) Gonçalves and Ribeiro, “Narrative processes,” 302.
\(^{53}\) Carolyn Ellis, \textit{The ethnographic I: a methodological novel about autoethnography} (Walnut Creek: AltaMira Creek, 2004).
At level four, the participants – women and men together – entered into a CiD that fostered reciprocal exchanges with tolerant and empathetic understanding. The researcher facilitated the responses of the participants who were asked to discuss their responses from the CiC.

At level five, a whole group discussion (CfT) took place with the aim of exploring how their substantial attitudes towards the termination of pregnancy could inform their situational or professional practice.56 Constructive engagement such as this has the potential to lead to new layers of consciousness,57 as the participants consider self-respect and own positionality, and inspire reciprocal exchanges with empathetic understanding. This could potentially lead to the emergence of collaborative initiatives for negotiating entrenched positions and restorying for transformation. The researchers guided the discussion at level five with the following three questions:

- How has your participation in empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying impacted your understanding of the right to bodily self-determination, and more specifically the termination of pregnancy?
- Evaluate the efficacy of empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying for the transformation of attitudes and for better understanding of your “other.”
- How do you think empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying could possibly be an effective strategy to use in a classroom setting with learners?

Findings and Discussion

Drawing on the work of various scholars,58 narrative analysis was employed as a tool of analysis. All five levels of empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying are implicit in the discussion which follows. The written responses (level two) and audio recorded conversations at levels four and five were crystallised59 to lend authenticity.60 Various threads

57 Joy Ritchie and David Wilson, Teacher narrative as critical inquiry: rewriting the script (New York: Teacher’s College Press Columbia University, 2000); White, Whiteness.
59 Kobus Maree, First steps in research (Pretoria: Van Schaik, 2007).
60 Newman, Social Research Methods.
emerged on how the religious and cultural identities of the participants intersect with the human right to bodily self-determination and influence attitudes towards the termination of pregnancy.\textsuperscript{61} It became clear that while the Bill of Rights\textsuperscript{62} stipulates that a woman has a right to bodily self-determination, religious and cultural discourses often override that right and are considered by most participants to be a tool that silences women, precluding them from making personal decisions about terminating a pregnancy. The women were of the opinion that they are expected to do as their religion/culture prescribes, out of respect for their elders. Lungi (a female) expressed this as follows:

\begin{quote}
I feel and know that some parents (especially in our African culture), if they know that you are pregnant, can even chase you away from home. There is no space to discuss what you are going through and how and why you are pregnant, let alone what impact in your personal life can this said pregnancy do to “you” as a person, not the wider community. Therefore, I think sometimes decisions are taken as one is forced by circumstances…as long as it is within the 12\textsuperscript{th} week, termination can be done.
\end{quote}

One of the men (Bheki) dispelled this notion, however, contending that the termination of pregnancy is an indication of an immoral society:

\begin{quote}
People are hiding behind religion and culture as being oppressive to women and now the “rights”…human rights, but the truth is that we are losing our morals and culture.
\end{quote}

Both men and women acknowledged that a foetus has a right to life and that the women should take responsibility to ensure that termination takes place only in cases where the mother’s life is endangered, and in cases of rape and incest:

\begin{quote}
My personal worldview strongly stems from my Christian faith…God. I would rather stand with God and be judged by the world, than to stand and be judged by God…I believe that no pregnancy should be terminated, a child is a gift of God. There will always be options to share in the raising of that blessing (Bongi – female).
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{61} Mojapelo-Batka and Schoeman, “Voluntary termination of pregnancy;” Beynon-Jones, Toerien, and Macleod, “Articulating reproductive justice.”
\textsuperscript{62} Republic of South Africa, \textit{The Bill of Rights}.
\end{flushright}
As males we agreed in view that a foetus has a right to life. Abortion can only be based on the constitutional values or under certain circumstances like rape and incest or ill-health. Other than that, abortion is wrong because there are contraceptives which are free (Jacob – male).

The predominant responses from the men were that they were excluded from the decision-making process to terminate pregnancy. They argued that they are powerless and voiceless in matters pertaining to the life of the foetus and that their rights as “fathers” are violated when women, often secretly, make the decision to terminate a pregnancy.

For some cases I can say termination of pregnancy is right like rape, incest, the severely disable infant; other than that I feel that “father's” wishes about the unborn baby are not considered and they are silenced by the law and policies (Lawrence – male).

Several female participants passionately described their lived experience of pain and abandonment, having gone through with the birth of a child only to have their partner abandon them as soon as it became evident that the man would need to provide for the child. Most of the times the men left them for another woman.63 Often women struggle “alone,” often feeling judged, embarrassed, guilty, and shameful about the decision they have made to terminate a pregnancy.64 For this reason, terminations are often carried through in secrecy. The narratives of these female participants included stories of low self-esteem, depression, and health-related issues. In particular they referred to the stress associated with socio-economic difficulties and the responsibility of raising a child as a single woman without support. The women expressed anger at gender inequality and the unfairness when, in most cases, they had to suspend their studies while the men continued and succeeded in their studies without any encumbrances, and failed to meet their responsibilities to the child they had fathered.

The female participants referred to psychological and emotional stress as follows:


64 Mojapelo-Batka and Schoeman, “Voluntary termination of pregnancy;” Beynon-Jones, Toerien, and Macleod, ”Articulating reproductive justice.”
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[L]ooks can be deceiving (outside appearance): you can look at the female and think everything is all right, hence what she is feeling is emotionally deep. You are left to decide alone...sometimes what you are undergoing cannot be discussed even with your partner if he is still around, as some of the male counterparts do not stick with you when you are pregnant (Zanele – female).

When a woman is pregnant, she undergoes a very lonely journey...There is no support...pre- and post-pregnancy; if you are pregnant you have to take HIV tests alone, fearing for yourself and the unborn baby, and the so-called father is nowhere to be found. There is a clinic on campus and community/public clinics/hospitals, but there is no support or time for counselling for women. This directly impacts on self-esteem which sometimes escalates to stress and depression (Agnes – female).

Both the Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Amendment Act, Number 1 of 2008⁶⁵ and the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa (Maputo Protocol)⁶⁶ explicitly recognise that the right to a woman’s health includes access to the safe and legal termination of pregnancy. These documents state that the right to decide whether or not to have children is fundamental to a woman’s physical and psychological social health and well-being. However, this choice is countered by most religious and cultural discourses. This results in women’s reluctance to choose termination for fear of being recognised, stigmatised, and ostracised. The women were in agreement that a woman who chooses to terminate a pregnancy is most often judged and shunned into isolation. Termination of pregnancy is considered taboo in society. If the woman has undergone a termination, there are rituals that need to be performed, including cleansing ceremonies, to prevent negative consequences for both the individual and the community.⁶⁷ According to Princess (female), her religion and culture do not permit the termination of a pregnancy. She states:

Our parents have power over what we believe in as our rights...they can easily chase you away from home if you are pregnant. Culturally, if you abort the baby you have to find someone to cleanse you. It is bad luck, but also it depends...therefore certain rituals have to be done because

---

⁶⁵ Republic of South Africa, *The Bill of Rights*.
that is the same like having a miscarriage and spiritually that baby is growing and it should be regarded as such.

Research confirms the findings from female participants that decisions to terminate pregnancies are kept secret to avoid judgement, alienation, and the loss of respect from elders in the community. It became clear that women are not supposed to question religious and cultural discourses. As the women engaged in their CiC, the identity capital of individual women increased as they drew on the tangible asset of their membership of a social group of women. This identity capital was consolidated as they reflected upon and negotiated their self-identity, adopting definite counter-positions to religious and cultural discourses. This is evidenced by the response of one of the participants (Nomsa – female) who suggested that an empathetic, supportive response should be extended to a woman who has chosen to terminate her pregnancy.

For me, firstly, the foetus has a right to life, and therefore I believe that it takes a very brave person to terminate pregnancy and to never regret that decision, because every action taken has consequences. Respect of an individual’s decision is important...As women, we felt that for women, responsibility is the first action to think thoroughly about, and women have the right to terminate a pregnancy...My body, my choice.

The CiD provided the opportunity for the participants to dialogically challenge the gender inequalities that were raised by the women in their CiC. Women were able to tell their “other” (men) how they felt and to express their frustrations and anger at the injustice of this inequality. The accumulation of successful exchanges in the CiD with their “other” (men) continued to increase the women's identity capital. Participants said that they benefited from the dialogue in a safe, supportive, and accessible space, and were empowered and gained confidence as they voiced their opinions and shared their lived experiences without being judged.

The strategy allows people to open up, share with one another, and the goal is to learn and acquire new knowledge...one’s story can help or groom somebody and my story can also groom the “other”...I think these dialogues should happen in wider communities as well as in the wider university community...for other students to benefit as well (Maureen – female).

---

68 Côté and Levine, *Identity Formation.*
I must say that the strategy is therapeutic. One learns to get the perspectives of others and realise that I am not alone, I can survive. If what I do is a sin, then I will go to church, apologise to God, and move on with my life because if there is no support, I have to find ways so that I do not bring a child in this world who is going to suffer (Agnes – female).

Having participated in empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying, the participants related that they were far more aware of their self-dialogue and were sensitised to the possibilities of their dialogical self in action, as they adopted counter-positions to the dominant religious and cultural voices in their society-of-mind. They expressed their self-dialogue (level one) in their self-narratives (level two). Ellis\textsuperscript{70} and Lawler\textsuperscript{71} consider this to be therapeutic, emancipatory, and empowering in addressing male hegemony and fragmenting and reinterpreting dominant religious and cultural discourses leading potentially to new layers of consciousness.\textsuperscript{72} The CiC and CiD provided the opportunity for the participants to think critically about the complexity of power relations that operate to perpetuate religious and cultural norms and understandings with regard to the right to bodily self-determination, and more specifically the termination of pregnancy.

The CfT (level five) provided the opportunity for the participants to think critically about processes of socialisation and to discuss and begin the process of deconstructing the same. While the participants (both men and women) were aware of how their particular contexts can shape their behaviour, engaging in this strategy assisted them to see that they can be agents of change. The strategy opened up a space for constructing a narrative in which they have some ability to direct future-oriented action. This is expressed by the participants as follows:

I think that this methodology is helpful, constructive, and transformative in that it gives you an opportunity to sit back and self-reflect on the topic and further gives you a particular worldview to think about other people as well and understand their actions (Nonjabulo – male).

It teaches us not to be judgemental, whether female or male (Bongi – female).

\textsuperscript{70} Ellis, \textit{The ethnographic I.}
\textsuperscript{71} Lawler, \textit{Identity: Sociological Perspectives.}
\textsuperscript{72} Ritchie and Wilson, \textit{Teacher narrative}; White, \textit{Whiteness}. 
The methodology allows you, and especially us as males, to understand the female side of the story. At the same time it allows every one of us time with yourself, and discussions allow you to make a choice to change or not to change your attitude (Spha – male).

I found this strategy to be helpful especially in levels 1 and 2 where one had to listen to different voices before one takes a decision…it gives you possible ideas to question yourself to say: “What can you change?” “How can you do that?” “Why should you act in that particular way?” (Sabelo – male).

This strategy stimulates the mind and gives us many possible ideas leading to critical thinking and to question yourself for better understanding, and the probing questions assisted…it has a potential to be transformative (Agnes – female).

The participants collectively agreed that this strategy could be an effective tool to employ in their professional spaces to enhance teacher-learner relationships. Their views included the following:

As teachers, we need to do what is just with our learners...social justice...We need to teach them and expose them to such issues (Bongi – female).

The strategy transforms the way you perceive issues and other people. We need to go out there as changed men and women so that we will be transformed parents to our children (Andile – male).

In the classroom, empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying has the potential to assist in the teaching-learning process with regard to human rights education. Participants suggested that empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying could be used to engage with various human rights issues.73 They were of the opinion that this approach could be beneficial, not only in a classroom, but also in the broader community, and that it has the potential to be transformative for the wider society.

Conclusion
This article contributes uniquely to the ongoing gender and religion discourse, by offering a methodology which encourages, in this context, pre-service teachers “to see the world through the lens of [their ‘other’]... providing space within which to grow [their] capacity to communicate

73 Cf. Jarvis and Mthiyane, “Conversing at the intersection.”
across boundaries."\textsuperscript{74} This methodology transforms classroom practice into classroom praxis which is both reflective and reflexive, internalising new knowledge so as to inform new action.\textsuperscript{75} Empathetic-reflective-dialogical restorying created an opportunity for self-dialogue and self-narrative to be communicated in a safe space, within a CiC, CiD, and CfT. Students considered the disjuncture between religious and cultural discourses and the right to bodily self-determination. By challenging male hegemony and the effects thereof, students increased their identity capital, and this has the potential to be personally empowering and socially transformative. The findings of this study inspired the researchers to continue to create safe spaces for pre-service teachers to explore conversations at the intersection between their religious and cultural identities and human rights issues.
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